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SECTION A – Definition and challenges 

 

A1. Constituent Local Authorities: 

 

 

A2. Geographical area: 

Our city region includes Newcastle, Durham and Sunderland, and their surrounding polycentric, inter-

dependent labour markets.  

We are proud of our vibrant city centres, unspoilt coastline, world heritage sites, and our pioneering 

spirit, for example producing the world’s first trains.  Our industrial innovation, flexibility and resilience 

have created a growing economy that provides 871,000 jobs. Our ambition is that by 2024 there will 

be 100,000 more jobs in the regional economy compared to 2014. Our GVA is £38.6 billion (2.6% of 

English output). 

Appendix A summarises our Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) and our transport geography. 

Appendix B shows the bid area. 

Durham County 
Council

Gateshead 
Council

Newcastle City 
Council

North Tyneside 
Council

Northumberland 
County Council

South Tyneside 
Council

Sunderland City 
Council
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A3. Population 

Our LEP area matches the boundaries of our constituent authorities.  Their combined workday 

population is 1,908,000 (Source: Census, 2011).  The area covered by the bid is at the heart of the city 

region and provides a high proportion of the employment for this population. 

 

A4. Discussion of key transport challenges: 

We want to boost productivity by transforming sustainable connectivity and urban mobility, whilst 

liberating our urban area from polluting forms of transport.  We are well placed to respond to the 

Industrial Strategy’s ‘Future of Mobility Challenge’ using our area’s assets and expertise. 

Key Challenge 1: Sustainable connectivity – physical 

barriers  

 Metro and local rail systems are not extensive enough to reach all areas of housing and 

employment opportunity. 

 Road congestion affects traffic in and out of city centres and other employment sites, 

damaging bus reliability. 

 Limited river crossings in the urban core generate congestion and can mean that some 

communities can see opportunities but can’t reach them easily. 

 Park & Ride sites are not in optimal locations to intercept traffic before it reaches central 

Newcastle and Gateshead (Appendix C). 

 Interchange facilities vary in quality and can deter use of sustainable transport through city 

centres. 

 Peripheral areas, for example SE Northumberland, are isolated from the urban core by slow 

public transport links, leading to economic isolation. 

 Out-of-town employment sites such as Doxford Park and Team Valley have limited public 

transport links. 

 Major new housing sites such as Killingworth Moor and Murton Gap and new employment 

sites such as IAMP risk adding pressure to the existing transport network by building in high 

levels of car dependence, and need new sustainable links to unlock their potential. 
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 Digital connectivity can be greatly improved by using transport assets like the Metro network, 

for example through the region’s bid to become a 5G testbed. 

 

Vital statistics 

 

Key Challenge 2: Mobility – use of sustainable transport 

 People are switching away from public transport because of poor perceptions of reliability, 

value for money, convenience and personal security.  

 Young people need to be incentivised to travel sustainably over the long-term, avoiding car-

dependency. 

 There are NO2 exceedances in 13 parts of the urban area and on the strategic road network, 

resulting in poor air quality.  

 Some parts of the city region, for example along the banks of the Tyne, have high levels of 

deprivation and unemployment. 

 The North East lags behind other areas of the UK in public health, affecting productivity, but 

would be improved through increased physical activity linked to sustainable travel.  

 ITS is an opportunity to promote sustainable travel choices. 

 

8% of households can access two
or more of our city centres within
30 minutes by bus, rail or Metro.

22% of households are within
800 metres of a rail or Metro
station. Appendix D shows how
the Metro network serves areas
of high deprivation.
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Vital statistics 

 

In order to achieve our vision and improve productivity we must tackle these issues head on, on the 

corridors where we can make the biggest impact. 

Evidence of these challenges can be found in Appendix E. 

 

  

The modal share of public transport
for travel to work is nearly 15% in
total.

Use of both bus and Metro is
currently in decline.

Two thirds of workers in our area
travel to work by car.

Walking and cycling are 10% and
2% mode share respectively.
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SECTION B: Who & Where 

We have chosen four priority corridors for investment, shown in Appendix F in spatial form, and 

Appendix G in schematic form. 

Together these corridors support the areas of greatest opportunity in the city region. Appendix H 

shows their economic growth potential identified in the North East SEP and Appendix I their potential 

to reduce congestion. 

 

1. North and South 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Connecting areas of higher deprivation to city
economies, this corridor links key residential sites
throughout SE Northumberland, Newcastle,
Gateshead and Durham, to employment
opportunities including Kingston Park, Metro
Centre, Team Valley and Washington. It also links
to the energy sector in Blyth, and the
International Advanced Manufacturing Park
(IAMP).

Connectivity

• Local commuter and long-distance traffic conflict
on the East Coast Main Line and A1 causing
overcrowding on trains and traffic congestion. SE
Northumberland and Washington are unserved by
rail, leading to over-reliance on the congested
road network and economic isolation for people
without a car.

Mobility

• Improvements will connect more residents with
jobs and training opportunities; expand the labour
pool for employers; speed up freight and long-
distance road traffic using the national road and
rail networks; and increase the viability of sites for
new businesses.

Benefits
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2. Cities and Airport 

 

3. Banks of the Tyne 

• This corridor links Newcastle with major employment
sites including Cobalt, Silverlink and Port of Tyne and
residential areas including areas of high deprivation
in East Newcastle, North Tyneside and South
Tyneside. It also covers several Enterprise Zones and
new housing opportunities.

Connectivity

• This corridor suffers from severe peak-hour
congestion throughout its length, particularly at city
centre river crossings. This leads to unreliable bus
journey times and poor air quality.

Mobility

• Improvements will connect more residents with jobs
and training opportunities; expand the labour pool
for employers; improve air quality; and unlock
housing growth sites.

Benefits

• This corridor links current and future major
employment opportunities at Newcastle Airport,
Sunderland Enterprise Park, IAMP and Follingsby
Park with city centres, new housing in Callerton and
numerous residential areas including areas of higher
deprivation.

Connectivity

• Peak-hour congestion is severe leading to poor air
quality and unreliable bus journeys, particularly on
Tyne crossings and the strategic highways network.
Over-crowding on Metro and reliability of the
existing fleet are growing issues, as is station quality.

Mobility

• Improvements will connect more residents with jobs
and training opportunities; expand the labour pool
for employers; improve air quality and unlock
housing growth sites.

Benefits
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4. River Wear 

 

  

• This corridor links existing and new housing sites
with areas of employment in Durham and
Sunderland city centres, Doxford Park, Rainton
Bridge, Port of Sunderland, South Shields and
Aykley Heads. Car-based commuting dominates
with no direct rail services and limited bus
services outside city centres.

Connectivity

• Sustainable transport options on this corridor
are unattractive compared to cars. Journey
times on infrequent buses are affected by traffic
congestion.

Mobility

• Improvements will connect more residents with
jobs and training opportunities; expand the
labour pool for employers and unlock housing
growth sites and town centre regeneration in
South Shields.

Benefits
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SECTION C: Ambition for change 

 

Our vision is ‘more sustainable connectivity, more mobility’, 

making sustainable transport the natural choice for people moving 

around our city region, banishing congestion and its polluting effects, 

and improving air quality and public health. 

Our ambition through this bid is to help close our area’s productivity 

gap, creating more and better jobs. 

 

If our bid is successful we will work in partnership with DfT colleagues to develop a truly transformative 

programme.  Some examples of the types of intervention we will explore are set out below. These will 

have Transforming Cities funding at their core, but will also exploit other funding and financing 

opportunities (see below). 

 

 More Sustainable Connectivity 

North and South 

Rail/Metro route expansion, Strategic P&R, bus / cycling / 

walking improvements to and through city centres, EV 

infrastructure 

Cities and Airport 

Rail/Metro route expansion, Strategic P&R, Metro and rail 

station investment, autonomous ‘last mile’ connections 

Banks of the Tyne 

Metro capacity, new Metro stations for housing, cycling and 

walking ‘healthy corridors’, flexible transport solutions 

connecting to stations, ITS 
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River Wear Bus rapid transit, cycling and walking ‘healthy corridors’, ITS 

 

Success will be measured through:  

 More households able to reach two or more city centres within 30 minutes by 

sustainable transport. 

 Improvement in peak efficiency on key routes. 

 

More Mobility 

The following are activities that will uplift the overall quality of sustainable transport: 

 Exploiting digital and intelligent transport assets, including through our 5G programme, 

making sustainable transport the most positive and attractive travel choice. 

 Using intelligent transport systems and investment in traffic signals and our UTMC centre to 

speed up buses, and use of Bus Services Act to improve bus ticketing and integration. 

 Increase Metro capacity, operating hours and fleet reliability. 

 Bring public transport together with other sustainable options in a ‘Mobility as a Service’ 

package, building on the successful ‘Pop’ card. 

 Invest in security on trains, stations and along ‘healthy’ corridors.  

 

Success will be measured through:  

 50% increase in Metro patronage by 2030. 

 Arresting the decline in bus patronage. 

 Increase modal share of walking to 11.5% and cycling to 7% by 2027 

 Increased customer satisfaction with public transport.  

 Improved air quality.  
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Sources of income and investment 

In addition to public funding sources, we expect to secure: 

 

 

Powers 

We expect to use: 

 Nexus’ existing powers to operate Metro and rail services and to develop transport in the 

area. 

 New powers to create bus partnerships using the Bus Services Act. 

 Influence over local rail services through membership of Transport for the North and our 

partnership with Network Rail. 

 Partnership with the LEP to drive investment. 

 Local Authority planning and highways powers. 

Developer contributions 
through sales of land and 

airspace, S106 agreements 
and land value uplift.

Private sector investment in 
assets where best value for 

money is achieved.

Concession and tenancy 
payments for the use of 

digital and physical 
infrastructure assets.

Tech sector investment for 
collaborative projects.

Increased farebox income 
and P&R receipts.

Investment from Metro, rail 
and bus operator budgets.
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Support 

See Appendix J. 

 

The weblink where this bid will be published: https://northeastca.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/ 

 

  

https://northeastca.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A: Summary of SEP objectives and description 

of transport geography 

In 2014, the NELEP published the North East Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) which set a long term vision 

for our economy that was focused on improving opportunities for residents and businesses. The plan 

outlines medium term economic objectives for the North East and identifies interventions and 

investments to support economic growth, improve productivity and to increase the number of those 

employed, particularly in higher quality jobs. 

The SEP has two headline targets: 

 To increase the number of jobs in the North East economy by 100,000 by 2024 

 To ensure that 70% of the jobs growth is in better jobs. 

It also aims to close the gap in performance compared with other parts of the UK across four other 

key economic indicators. 

The LEP reports strong progress since 2014 and the refreshed SEP, More and better jobs: the North 

East Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) was published January 2017. Our bid supports the SEP’s vision for 

transport; ‘to provide affordable, attractive, reliable, safe, healthy transport choices for businesses 

and residents and visitors. These will help our economy to grow and make the North East an excellent 

place to live, learn and work, while protecting our environment.’ 

We want to work with our partners to grow the North East economy, increasing productivity, 

prosperity and creating more and better jobs and opportunities for the region. 

To do this, we have identified four business opportunity areas that provide huge potential to generate 

jobs within the North East economy. These are: 

 Digital 

 Advanced manufacturing 

 Health and life sciences 

 Subsea, offshore and energy technologies 
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These areas of opportunity are discussed in more detail and mapped spatially in the following link: 

https://www.nelep.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/areas-ofopportunity.pdf. Their key aspects 

are taken forward by our four priority corridors, as shown below in Appendix H. 

Connectivity plays a crucial role in enabling economic growth and sustaining jobs and communities. 

Transport and our digital infrastructure connects the region to national and international markets and 

facilitates trade and inward investment. Within the region it ensures that flows of goods and people 

are efficient and support business growth. We have produced a Transport Manifesto that sets out our 

shared vision and objectives for transport. 

We want our transport system to: 

 Support the creation of more and better jobs 

 Help people access education, training, employment, leisure and other services 

 Assist in the safe, rapid and cost-effective movement of goods in the region and to national 

and international markets 

 Underpin our tourist economy by encouraging people to visit our area 

 Be one integrated transport system for the area, which enables people to use innovations in 

integrated ticketing and digital technologies to catch, pay for and use transport. 

We know, from our research that transport users want seamless, multimodal travel that reliably gets 

them where they want to be. In the region there remain significant constraints placed on us by our 

infrastructure. 

This is particularly true for north-south rail, peak time congestion mainly at A1, A19 river crossing 

points and their approaches. Resolving these challenges will be key to our success. Since 2014, we 

have been grasping development opportunities through joint working on aspects such as smart 

ticketing (the very successful POP card, and looking at integrated and affordable products) and 

managing our assets (through the North East Rail Management Unit). 

The majority of transport flows between our cities occur within the bid area, highlighted in Appendix 

B. The area contains over-lapping travel to work areas. It is where most congestion occurs and also 

has the highest incidence of areas with poor air quality. It is imperative that the transport network 

within this triangle allows movement of goods and people, efficiently and effectively. 

https://www.nelep.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/areas-ofopportunity.pdf
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As our economy changes, our transport system will have to become more digitally connected, 

integrated and reliable. It will also require well maintained infrastructure supportive of low emission 

vehicles, building upon our nation-leading expertise in this region. 

The Tyne and Wear Metro system forms the backbone of public transport in the urban core, carrying 

over 36 million passenger trips each year. The system is undergoing a period of unprecedented 

investment, via Government, in new rolling stock which will come into operation starting from late 

2021, and through a multi-year programme of infrastructure asset renewals. Whilst the system is 

being upgraded it is experiencing issues with infrastructure and fleet reliability, and this has been 

reflected in a short-term loss of patronage. Although peak hour frequencies are high (every 3 minutes 

through the urban core), the Metro suffers from crowding problems at certain times due to lack of 

capacity, and the system has not expanded its geographic reach since 2002 when it was extended to 

Sunderland. The Transforming Cities Fund provides an opportunity to maximise the economic benefits 

that the Metro system can provide to the area, by transporting more passengers, thus helping to 

unlock productivity through de-congestion and providing improved access to opportunities. 

Our digital economy is strong and our transport assets provide a significant opportunity for digital 

exploitation. We want ensure that the North East is at the forefront of digital and mobile connectivity 

and have been exploring ways in which we can take advantage of developments in fifth generation 

connectivity. 
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Appendix B Spatial Map 
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Appendix C Park and Ride sites 
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Appendix D Areas of High Deprivation 
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Appendix E: Evidence of key transport challenges in the 

city region  

Below we have listed the challenges outlined in section A4 of our application and provided sources to 

support these challenges. 

The Metro and local rail systems are not extensive enough to reach all areas of housing and 

employment opportunity. Areas where this is a problem include residential areas of western 

Newcastle, western Gateshead, and the Washington and Houghton-le-Spring areas of Sunderland. 

Major employment sites include the Team Valley and Metrocentre in Gateshead, Newburn Riverside 

Park and Newcastle Business Park in Newcastle, and the Washington (including the Nissan plant), 

Sunderland Enterprise Park and Doxford International Business Park areas of Sunderland. Please see 

Appendix B and Metro map below.  

Road traffic congestion affects traffic in and out of city centres and other employment sites, damaging 

bus reliability – See Appendix E II and Appendix E III 

Our rivers are natural barriers. Some communities can see opportunities but can’t reach them easily 

as sustainable crossings are tricky to access – NECA River Crossings Study Evidence Report (May 2017) 

Park & Ride sites are not placed in optimal locations to intercept traffic before it reaches central 

Newcastle and Gateshead – see Appendix C 

Parts of the area, for example SE Northumberland, are isolated from the urban core by slow public 

transport links, leading to economic isolation – some examples of slow public transport times from 

locations away from the urban core are: 
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Bus times are according to the bus timetables. 

Out-of-town employment sites such as Doxford Park and Team Valley have poor public transport links 

– Doxford Business Park only has direct bus links with Sunderland city centre. Team Valley only has 

direct links with Gateshead town centre. At both locations these services are subject to delays from 

congestion. 

Major new housing sites such as Killingworth Moor and Murton Gap and new employment sites such 

as IAMP add pressure to the existing transport network, and need new sustainable links to unlock their 

potential – The combined total of new housing at Killingworth Moor and Murton Gap will exceed 5000 

dwellings, with 5000+ jobs planned at IAMP. This scale of development will affect local air quality and 

traffic flows on local and trunk routes (A191, A19(T), A1058) if not addressed by sustainable 

alternatives. 
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People are switching away from public transport because of poor perceptions of reliability, value for 

money, convenience and personal security - Nexus Household survey (May 2018), Nexus – North East 

Bus Passenger Priorities Research Report (November 2016) 

Air quality is poor in 13 parts of the urban area and the strategic road network – Defra maps of AQMAs, 

https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/aqma/maps, Defra Air quality: draft Clean Air Strategy 2018 

https://consult.defra.gov.uk/environmental-quality/clean-air-strategy-consultation/ 

Some parts of the city region have high levels of deprivation and unemployment – On the overall 

measure of deprivation 171 LSOAs in the North East Combined Authority fall within the most within 

the most deprived 10 per cent of areas nationally. Using the Employment Deprivation Domain, which 

measures the proportion of the working age population in an area involuntarily excluded from the 

labour market, 299 LSOAs in the NECA fall within the most deprived 10%. This measure includes people 

who would like to work but are unable to do so due to unemployment, sickness or disability, or caring 

responsibilities. Source ID 2015, Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government. 

The North East lags behind other areas of the UK in public health, which affects productivity, but could 

be improved through increased physical activity – NECA and NHS, Health and Wealth – Closing the 

Gap in the North East, Report of the North East Commission for Health and Social Care Integration 

The modal share of public transport for travel to work is nearly 15% in total – 2011 Census 

Walking and cycling are 10% and 2% mode share respectively – 2011 Census 

  

https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/aqma/maps
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/environmental-quality/clean-air-strategy-consultation/
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Appendix Eii 
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Appendix Eiii 
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Appendix F Spatial Map with corridors 
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Appendix G Priority Corridors 
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Appendix H Connectivity Issues and Opportunities 
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Appendix I Mobility Issues and Opportunities 
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Appendix J Letters of Support 
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Rachelle Forsyth-Ward 

Senior Specialist Transport Planner 

2nd floor, 

Newcastle Civic Centre, 

Barras Bridge 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

NE1 8AX 

 

Economy and Place Directorate 

Civic Centre 

Sunderland 

SR2 7DN 

 

Tel: 0191 520 5555 

Web: www.sunderland.gov.uk 

  

Date:  8 June 2017 

Our ref:  

Your ref:  

 

Dear Rachelle, 

I am writing on behalf of Sunderland City Council to express our support for the North East Combined 

Authority’s bid to the government to be shortlisted for the Transforming Cities Fund. 

As the Strategic and Operational Lead for Transport for Sunderland City Council we are strong 

supporters of initiatives to make travelling around the area easier, faster and more sustainable. 

We believe that the types of proposals described in your bid to the government have the potential to 

have a transforming effect on our local area, making the workforce more mobile by sustainable means 

which will boost productivity and reduce transport related pollution, resulting in improved air quality 

and public health. 

We wish you every success with your bid, and we look forward to an opportunity to work with you on 

delivering the improvements that it can provide. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Mark Jackson 

Head of Infrastructure and Transportation    
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North East Combined Authority 

 

NECA Regional Transport Team, 

Floor 2, 

Newcastle Civic Centre 

Barras Bridge, 

Newcastle upon Tyne, 

NE1 8AX 

 


